Supplies:
Scor-Pal®,
1/8 & 1/4 Scor-Tape™,
3/16” Corner Rounder (SU!), Tearing Edge (SU!),
1/8” Light Blue Satin Ribbon,
¼” Flower Hand Punch (Fiskars),
Soft Sky Double-stitched Grosgrain (SU!),
Gold Embossing Powder (Ranger),
Twinkling H2Os (LuminArte’),
Aquapainter (SU!), Scissors, Ruler, Pencil, Embossing Tool (Marvy)
Stamps: Sweet Shapes (SU!) Happy Everything (SU)
Ink: Versamark (Tsukineko), Blue Bayou
(SU!), Lovely Lilac (SU!)
Card Stock and Paper (all SU!): Soft Sky CS, Blue Bayou CS, So Saffron CS,
Lavender Lace CS, Blue Bayou DP, Certainly Celery DP, So Saffron DP

Inside Pieces:
8-1/2” x 5-1/2” Soft Sky
8-1/2” x 1-1/2” Certainly Celery Designer Paper
Two pieces of 8-1/2” x 1-1/2” Blue Bayou Designer Paper

Instructions (inside)
Optional: Using the corner rounder (with corner guide removed), scallop punch one of
the 8-1/2” edges of both Blue Bayou pieces. Using the Tearing Edge, tear off an edge
of one of the 8-1/2” sides of the Certainly Celery piece. Note: When scoring the above
pieces, make sure to place the straight edge along the top of the Scor-Pal®, NOT the
decorative edge side
Step 1:
One at a time, place the following three pieces (the Soft Sky piece, the Certainly Celery
piece, and one of the Blue Bayou pieces) with the 8-1/2” length along the top of the
Scor-Pal® and score each piece at 4-1/4”.
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Step 2:
Fold the pieces from step one along the score mark. Cover the back of the blue bayou piece and the Certainly Celery piece with a light adhesive (such as Dotto). Adhere the blue bayou piece to the top inside of the soft sky card base and the certainly celery piece to the bottom inside of the soft sky card base. **Note:** the pieces should be adhered flat against the card stock and the score lines should match up with score line on the soft sky card base.

Step 3:
Take the second Blue Bayou piece and place the 8-1/2” length along the top of the Scor-Pal®, and score at 2”, 4”, 6” and 8”.

Step 4:
Turn over the Blue Bayou piece and place Scor-Tape™ along the ½” tab of the bayou piece.

Step 5:
Fold along the score marks and remove Scor-Tape™ liner to make an open-ended box.
Step 6: Flatten the open-ended box making sure the seam side is facing up. Place Scor-Tape™ along two adjacent sides of the open-ended box.

Step 7: Remove Scor-Tape™ liner and attach box to the fold of the first Blue Bayou piece inside the soft sky card base. The box should push outwards (pop-up) when opened.

Step 8: Stamp and cut out three butterflies. Cut one 3-1/2" and two 3" strips of satin ribbon. Place ½” of Scor-Tape™ along each end of the ribbon strips.

Step 9: Remove the Scor-Tape™ liner from one end of each of the ribbon strips. Place the butterflies on the ends of the ribbon.

Step 10: Remove the Scor-Tape™ liner off the remaining end and hang the butterflies from the Blue Bayou pop-up piece as shown.
Step 11: Embellish the rest of the inside of the card as desired. I stamped “happy” and “everything” with blue bayou ink and added some punched flowers.

Card Front Pieces
5-1/2” x 4-1/4” So Saffron Designer Paper
3-1/2” x 3-1/2” Soft Sky
3-1/2” x 3-1/2” Blue Bayou
2 pieces of 3-1/2” x 3/16” Blue Bayou
3-1/2 x 1-1/4” Celery Designer Paper

Instructions (card front)

Step 1: To make a window frame, place the 3-1/2” x 3-1/2” Blue Bayou piece diagonally along one of the score lines of the Scor-Pal®. Score from corner to corner. Turn piece 90 degrees and repeat. Note: the second score line is for decorative purposes only. It is scored a second time to give the appearance of mitered corners on all four corners.
Fold the Blue Bayou piece in half once along one of the score lines to form a triangle. Place the open edge of the triangle in the top left corner of the Scor-Pal®. Using a ruler and pencil, draw a line along the ¼” mark on both edges of the Scor-Pal®.

Step 2:
Keeping the triangle closed, cut along both pencil lines just until the pencil lines meet.

Step 3:
Unfold the frame piece (the remaining square piece is not used). The embossed side (bump) is the right side. Place Scor-Tape™ along the edges of the frame.

Step 4:
Remove the Scor-Tape™ liner. Using the Scor-Pal® ruler as a guide, attach the Blue Bayou cross pieces to the back of the frame. Set the frame piece aside.
Step 5:  
Prepare the background of the window on top of the 3-1/2" x 3-1/2" Soft Sky piece. I used an extra piece of Celery DP for grass, an extra butterfly, and some flowers.

Step 6:  
Place the Blue Bayou frame on top of the background piece.

Step 7:  
Embellish the rest of the card front as desired.